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SUMMARY 

A library search system for 13C-n.m.r. spectra, based on a statistical description of 
the reproducibility of chemical shifts, is presented. A similarity index in the form of a 
significance probability (P-value) is developed from a previously introduced general 
concept. The applied data base of some 6000 spectra originates from the NIH-EPA 
Chemical Information System (CIS). The reproducibility model and the retrieval system 
are developed on a CDC Cyber 175 computer, with PASCAL as the programming language. 
The performance of the system is evaluated by using recall/reliability and confusion/ 
recall plots. In a tentative comparison with the Clerc search method (included in the CIS 
package), the Utrecht *fC-n.m.r. reproducibility-based retrieval system shows a better 
identification performance. The system is adaptable for use on a microcomputer. 

In recent years, several systems have been proposed for computer-aided 
library search of 13C-n.m.r. spectra, aiming at the identification of organic 
compounds and based on various coding and comparison algorithms [l-13]. 
Collections of several thousands of spectra, from different sources (i.e., 
recorded on different instruments, under various experimental conditions) 
are usually applied as data bases. Such data bases, which are often commer- 
cially available, generally suffer from poor interlaboratory reproducibility 
of the spectral data involved. In a previous paper [14], a new similarity 
index for “straightforward” library search methods was introduced, primarily 
for application to this type of data base. The main object of straightforward 
search methods is to retrieve the reference data (if available) of the unknown 
compound. This contrasts with “interpretative” methods, which aim princi- 
pally at retrieving data of compounds similar in structure to the unknown. 
The proposed index has the form of a significance probability and is developed 
from a statistical model of the reproducibility of the quantities used for the 
comparison of unknown and reference data. Defined in general terms, this 
index is applicable to different types of analytical data, provided that the 
variables used to characterize unknown and reference spectra (feature 
quantities) are continuous in nature. In 13C!-n.m.r. spectra, the chemical 
shift and the peak intensity are such variables, in contrast to multiplicities. 
When a large multisource data base such as the CIS collection is used, how- 
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ever, peak intensities are specified only in a minority of the spectra and show 
very poor reproducibility, which makes this information unsuitable for 
library search. 

This paper reports the development and evaluation of a straightforward 
13C-n.m.r. library search system based on chemical shifts as the features. 
As a criterion of matching, a similarity index is developed based on a statisti- 
cal description of the reproducibility of chemical shifts. The system thus 
takes into account any systematic and random errors occurring in chemical 
shifts. As a first step in the development of the retrieval system, a reproduci- 
bility model was derived from some 200 pairs of “alternative spectra”; 
each pair was for the same compound, but the spectra were recorded under 
different experimental conditions. This model describes the statistical 
behaviour of differences in chemical shifts in these alternative spectra. The 
resulting reproducibility function forms the basis of the definition of the 
similarity index (Sr). The main function of this index is to permit a separa- 
tion of the reference compounds into two classes, i.e., compounds that 
could be the unknown and compounds that cannot. This corresponds to 
the acceptance or rejection of the null hypothesis that the unknown and the 
reference compound are identical. By specifying a threshold value of the 
index, all references with an index value above this threshold should be 
retrieved as belonging to the “possible” class. The precise value of this 
threshold depends on the pie-accepted risk of misclassifying (not retrieving) 
the correct reference compound, The result is a list of reference compounds 
(if any), one of which could be identical to the unknown, instead of the 
usual 5-10 “best” matches (which may in fact be very bad matches). The 
main features in the development of the 13C-n.m.r. reproducibility-based 
retrieval (C13RR) system are schematically indicated in Fig. 1. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

For the design, development and evaluation of the C13RR system, a CDC 
Cyber 175 (60 bits) computer was used. Programs are written in PASCAL, 
with the exception of a few subroutines; a Wiswesser line notation/con- 
nectivity table conversion program (kindly supplied by Prof. J. Zupan, 
Kemijski Institute Boris Kidric, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia) was written in 
FORTRAN. The data base originated from the NIH-EPA Chemical Informa- 

Fig. 1. Main features in the development of the W-n.m.r. reproducibility-based retrieval 
(C13RR) system. 
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tion System (CIS; 1982 version) and contained some 6200 spectra of 5800 
different compounds. The original data base, coded in Bremser exchange 
format [7], was transformed and reorganised, resulting in B-tree-structured 
and indexed sequential subfiles [ 151. An important adaptation was the re- 
moval of redundant shift values; the original data base contained multiple 
shift values of equal magnitude, obviously referring to the same peak. In the 
data base ultimately applied, a chemical shift was stored with a precision of 
0.01 ppm. 

A REPRODUCIBILITY-BASED SIMILARITY INDEX 

The similarity index proposed by Cleij et al. [ 141 implies the use of so- 
called difference quantities, representing the differences in value, for two 
spectra, of feature quantities. The use of chemical shifts as the feature quan- 
tities leads to a set of n difference quantities, Aqi . . . Aq,, defined by 

Aqi=6u,,-_Ri (fori=l . ..n) (1) 

where 6u.i and 6Ri are the shift values of the ith peak in the unknown and 
reference spectrum, and n is the number of peaks (assuming an equal number 
of peaks in both spectra). 

Reproducibility of chemical shifts 
For the development of the model of reproducibility of chemical shifts, 

a set of 202 pairs of alternative spectra (each pair for the same compound 
but consisting of different spectra), originating from the CIS data base, was 
used. This set was selected from 441 such pairs, by exclusion of pairs of 
spectra which were identical, or contained less than 3 peaks, or had different 
numbers of peaks. The 202 pairs of alternative spectra were analysed in the 
form of “difference spectra”. A difference spectrum of two spectra A and 
B is a plot of the differences in shift values for corresponding peaks, versus 
the shift values of spectrum A, as shown in Fig. 2. 

The differences in shift values, as shown by the difference spectra, consist 
of a random and a systematic part. The random part is demonstrated by the 
scatter of the data points in a difference spectrum. The magnitude of this 
scatter ranges from very small (Fig. 3), to relatively large (Fig. 4). The sys- 
tematic part of the differences in shift values is demonstrated by difference 
spectra in which the average difference significantly deviates from the zero 
(no difference) line (Fig. 5). Evaluation of some 50 difference spectra 
showed that systematic differences can adequately be described by a straight 
line, parallel to the zero line. These systematic deviations of the shifts are 
mainly caused by variation in the (absolute) position of the TMS peak. 

The reproducibility function, for the set of n difference quantities denoted 
by po[Aql . . . Aq,] , should provide a description of the formal difference 
spectra. As shown above, the total difference in a chemical shift ( Aqi) is con- 
sidered to consist of the random part (Aqf) and the systematic part (Aq”), i.e.: 
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Fig. 2. Two ‘YSn.m.r. spectra A and B of the disodium salt of adenosine s’-(tetrahydrogen- 
triphosphate), dissolved in two different basic solutions [ 161. The “difference spectrum” 
of A and B comprises the differences in the shift values of the peaks in spectrum A and B. 
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Fig. 3. Example of a difference spectrum, illustrating random differences with a relatively 
small variance. Differences in the shift values of two spectra of 3,14-bis(acetyloxy)-7,8- 
didehydro-4,5-epoxy-17-methyl-, (5+)-morphinan-6-one. The two spectra were measured 
on different spectrometers [ 17, 181. 

Fig. 4. Example of a difference spectrum, illustrating random differences with a rela- 
tively large variance. Differences in shift values of two spectra of benzenepropanoic 
acid, ol-hydroxy-3,4dimethoxymethyl ester. The two spectra were measured on dif- 
ferent spectrometers and in different solvents [ 191. 
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CHEMICRL SHIFT lPPM) 

Fig. 5. Example of a difference spectrum, demonstrating a systematic difference in the 
shift values of two spectra of 1-naphthalenecarboxaldehyde, measured by two different 
operators [ 16, 201. 

Aqi = Aq; + Aqs 

This is illustrated by Fig. 6. 

(2) 

The random differences are assumed to be normally distributed about 
zero and with variance u2. Hence 

p(Aqf) = N(Aqf:O, u2) (3) 

[N(x :E, V) is used in this paper as the general notation for a normal density 
function with variable CC, expected value E and variance V.] 

In order to meet the large variations in the magnitude of the scatter 
observed in difference spectra, the variance u2 is considered as a stochastic 
quantity, varying with the difference spectrum. Preliminary studies showed 
that the probability density of u2 is adequately described by a log-normal 
function: 

~(a’) = [u2 - (2~. V In u~)~‘~]-~ exp[-O.5(ln u2 -E In u’)~/V In u”] (4) 

where E In u2 is the expected value of In u2 and V In u2 is the variance 
of In u2. 

The systematic difference is a constant in a particular difference spectrum 
but a variable for various difference spectra. Assuming that the systematic 
difference follows a normal probability function with the same variance as 
applied to the random differences, the probability distribution of the sys- 
tematic differences can be described by: 

p(Aq’) = N(Aqs:0,u2) (5) 

For a set of n difference quantities (differences in shift values) the repro- 
ducibility function can then be formulated as 

Po[AqiI = 02~o P(c2)* J 
- 

P(Aq’)* it, P(AQ:)dAqSdc2 (6) 
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in which n is the number of peaks of the spectra involved, [Aqi] is the set 
of n difference quantities, ~(a*), p(Aq’), p(Aqf) are given by Eqns. 4, 5 and 
3, and where Aqf = Aq, - Aqs (see Eqn. 2). An elaboration of Eqn. 6 is 
given in the Appendix. 

The similarity index (S,) 
The similarity index [ 141 is defined as: 

s1= s L\q 
1 

R;a;l A{ Po[Aqil dAq, *** Dan (7) 
i n 

where n is the number of chemical shifts, pOIAql] is given by Eqn. 6 and 
R [AQi] is the region in the space of difference quantities, defined by the 
condition po[Aqi] < po[AQi], with AQi being the “observed” value of 
Aqi, i.e., the difference of the shift values of the ith peak in the unknown 
and reference spectrum. 

An elaboration of Eqn. 7 into a more workable expression of the Si is 
given in the Appendix. 

THE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

The ‘3C-n.m.r. reproducibility-based retrieval (C13RR) system consists 
of a data base, the (modular) set of search programs and job control soft- 
ware of the computer being used. In the standard mode, the system retrieves 

CHEflICAL SHIFT IPPHI 

Fig. 6. The total difference (Aqi) is the sum of the random difference (Aq;) and the 
systematic difference (Aqs). This difference spectrum results from two spectra of 3,4-di- 
hydro-l(2H )quinolinecarboxaldehyde, measured in different solvents [ 211. 

Fig. 7. Histogram of the maximum differences in shift values as occurring in 230 pairs of 
alternative spectra. The curve represents the theoretical recall as a function of the maxi- 
mum difference. For 15 ppm (default value), the recall is 98%. 
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all the reference spectra with a number of peaks equal to that of the un- 
known spectrum and with an Sr value higher than the threshold level, usually 
preset at 2%. In order to deal with “missing” peaks in 13C-n.m.r. spectra, 
an alternative mode, allowing a difference of one peak between unknown 
and reference spectrum, is optional. (Missing peaks are mainly caused by 
differences in instrumental and recording conditions, sample impurities 
and careless copying of spectral data.) Table 1 gives a survey of missing peaks 
in 316 pairs of alternative spectra, from which it can be concluded that more 
than 1 peak is missing in only 9% of the spectra. The fact of a missing or 
extra peak in the reference spectrum is neglected in the calculation of the Sr. In 
the alternative mode, three kinds of hit lists are produced for an unknown 
spectrum with n peaks, i.e., lists containing reference spectra (if any) with 
n - 1, n and n + 1 peaks. 

Preselections 
If the algorithm for the calculation of the Sr were applied to all the reference 

spectra, this would lead to an inacceptably large response time, especially 
with large data bases. A way to solve this problem is the use of preselection 
criteria, which should meet the following requirements: (1) all reference 
spectra with an Sr greater than the applied threshold level should pass 
the preselection; (2) the preselection should have a high total selectivity; (3) 
the (computer) time consumption should substantially be decreased. 

In the C13RR system the following preselection criteria are applied 
sequentially. First, in the standard mode, the number of peaks in the un- 
known and the reference spectra must be equal; in the alternative mode a 
difference of one peak is allowed. Secondly, the maximum allowable dif- 
ference in corresponding shift values is 15 ppm. The second criterion was 
derived from an evaluation of the set of pairs of alternative spectra. The 
distribution of the maximum differences between corresponding shift values 
occurring in the pairs of alternative spectra is given in Fig. 7; it may be 
interpreted as the recall [22] as a function of the tolerance. A tolerance of 
15 ppm (the default value in the system) corresponds to 98% recall. 

TABLE 1 

Frequency of differences in the total number of peaks for 316 pairs of alternative spectra 

Difference in Pairs of 
number of peaks alternative spectra 

Percentage 
of total 

0 230 72.8 
1 57 18.0 
2 15 4.8 
3 8 2.5 
4 4 1.3 
5 1 0.3 
6 1 0.3 

>6 0 0 
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Organ&a tion of the data base 
The data base is organised according to the preselection criteria. An out- 

line of the data base is given in Fig. 8. As shown, the original data base is 
divided into two parts: the first contains the spectral data, and the second 
holds all further information such as names, molecular formulae, CAS regis- 
tration numbers, sources of origin, etc. This division is made because the 
retrieval algorithm only uses the shifts of the spectra. The part containing 
the shifts is divided into subfiles, each containing spectra with the same 
number of shifts. Within a subfile the spectra are ranked according to the 
highest (most significant) shift values of the spectra. The reason for this rank- 
ing is the use of an indexed sequential file organisation [ 151, which we con- 
sider to be an efficient access strategy in combination with the second 
preselection criterion. The other part of the data base consists of index files 
on CAS registration number and molecular formula, which allows the 
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Fig. 8. Organisation of the data base used in the C13RR system. 
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establishment of the presence or absence of a specified compound as a refer- 
ence in the data base. These files contain a “dense” index and are organised 
as a B-tree [ 151 with 128 keys per node, resulting in at most two disk accesses 
in order to find all the keys that belong to a given entry. 

The retrieval algorithm 
The main steps of the retrieval algorithm are as follows. 
1. The subfile corresponding with the number of shifts in the unknown 

spectrum is selected. 
2. On this subfile a window is defined by the highest shift in the unknown 

spectrum + the preset tolerance. 
3. The selection starts with the first spectrum that is “seen” through the 

window. The position of this spectrum in the subfile is calculated with the 
use of the index file. From this point the sequential access plan is executed. 

4. Each difference between a shift of the unknown and the corresponding 
shift of the reference spectrum is compared with the applied tolerance; a 
spectrum is discarded when a difference greater than the tolerance is found. 

5. If a reference spectrum has not been discarded in step 4, the S, is cal- 
culated. The reference spectrum is selected for the hit list if the S, value is 
greater than the applied threshold value. A binary tree is used to rank the 
reference spectra according to the Sr values. 

6. If the highest shift in a subsequent reference spectrum falls within the 
specified window, it is submitted to step 4, etc., otherwise the program 
terminates and the results of the search are displayed. 

As mentioned above, it is possible to allow a difference of one peak in the 
total number of peaks of the unknown and the reference spectrum. In this 
case, the retrieval algorithm deletes from the “larger” spectrum a shift in 
such a way that the maximum Sr value for that reference is calculated. 

Modular structure of the Cl 3RR system 
The C13RR system consists of five modules. The program starts in the 

module CONTROL, which contains the system commands and controls the 
input and storage of the unknown spectra. Options for further processing 
of the input data are activated by specifying the first character or the whole 
option label. The user-friendly operation of the system includes the display 
of warnings after wrong statements have been typed. Typical outputs of each 
module are illustrated in Fig. 9. 

EVALUATION OF THE C13RR SYSTEM 

An essential criterion in the evaluation of a retrieval system is the dis- 
criminating power of the comparison index in separating the target spectrum 
(spectra) from the remaining reference spectra. Two aspects of this property 
can be distinguished, viz., the “absolute” and the “relative” discriminating 
power. A good absolute behaviour is demonstrated when the distribution of 
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Fig. 9. Typical outputs of the C13RR system modules. The system starts in the module 
CONTROL, which allows the operator to enter the spectral information of the unknown. 
Included are several options such as: add and delete a shift, copy and review a whole 
spectrum or save a spectrum. In CONTROL it is also possible to select one of the other 
modules. RETRIEVE (2): the system starts the library search and presents the result of 
the search in the form of a hit list, containing reference spectra (if available) with a 
similarity greater than the specified threshold (default 2%); a typical response time for 
one search is 10 s. PLOT (3): the system produces plots of the unknown spectrum 
(pointed downwards) versus the retrieved reference spectra (pointed upwards), allowing 
a visual comparison. WLN-SHOW (4): the system produces a structure formula from 
a Wiswesser line notation [23] of a compound present in the hit list. FIND (5): after 
entering a search key (CAS reg. no. or molecular formula), the system gives a list of 
reference compounds containing the search key. 

index values for correct matches (reference compound = unknown com- 
pound), determined for a large set of test spectra, shows only a small over- 
lap with the distribution for incorrect matches. In the case of an optimal 
absolute behaviour of the comparison index, it is possible to define a single 
threshold value that divides all matches (for all searches) into correct and 
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incorrect ones (or correct positives and false positives), respectively. A re- 
trieval system with a good relative discriminating power generally assigns, 
within one search, a “better” index value to the target spectrum (or spectra) 
than to the remaining reference spectra. An optimal system in this respect 
always places the target spectrum (or spectra) on top of the list of retrieval 
results. Such a system, however, is not necessarily an optimal or even a good 
retrieval system with respect to the absolute behaviour of the comparison 
index. In contrast, a comparison index with an optimal behaviour in the 
absolute sense, also has an optimal relative behaviour. It may seem, at first 
sight, that a good relative discriminating power of the comparison index is 
a sufficient guarantee for an adequate performance of the retrieval system. 
This is, however, not wholly true, especially not with regard to an important 
property of a good retrieval system, i.e., the possibility for the user of the 
system to judge, on the basis of the index values, whether the reference 
listed first is correct, or that no reference spectrum is available for the un- 
known compound. When a comparison index with a good discriminating 
power is used in the absolute sense, it is relatively easy to distinguish be- 
tween the case of the first retrieved reference being the target spectrum, and 
the situation in which no target spectrum is available. With a comparison 
index that demonstrates a good relative behaviour, yet shows poor perfor- 
mance as an absolute index, these situations are much more difficult to 
distinguish. 

For these reasons the absolute discriminating power of the similarity 
index is chosen as the main criterion in the evaluation of the C13RR system. 
The relative behaviour of the Sr, however, is also considered, because the 
relative and absolute behaviours are correlated only to a certain extent. 

The absolute discriminating power of a comparison index can be evaluated 
with recall/reliability plots [ 221. This type of evaluation fits with a retrieval 
plan in which all reference spectra having an index value above (or below) 
some prespecified threshold value, are retrieved. The recall for a test set of 
“unknown” spectra is defined as the number of actually retrieved target 
reference spectra (correct positives), divided by the total number of target 
spectra, available for the test set. Provided that the unknown compound has 
a spectrum in the reference file, the recall represents the estimated probability 
that this target spectrum is actually retrieved. The relationship between 
the recall and the threshold value of the Sr [ 141 is Recall = (1 - 2%). 

The reliability is defined as the number of retrieved target spectra, divided 
by the total number of retrieved reference spectra (correct and false positives) 
for the “unknown” spectra of the test set. Both the recall and the reliability 
are functions of the index threshold value. Increasing the threshold value of 
the similarity index will decrease the recall and increase the reliability. For a 
good relative behaviour, the increase in reliability will exceed the decrease 
in recall. A recall/reliability plot can thus be obtained by varying the threshold 
values and plotting the reliability values as a function of the recall values. 
Recall/reliability values can, in principle, be calculated from the distributions 
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of the index values for correct and false positives, which explains their 
utility in evaluating the absolute behaviour of comparison indices. 

A variation of the recall/reliability evaluation method is the extension 
of the concept “correct” for the evaluation of the reliability, by considering 
a retrieved reference spectrum not only as correct if the reference compound 
is identical to the test compound but also if this reference compound is, 
within well-defined limits, similar in structure to the test compound. This 
method of evaluation has been applied to the PBM retrieval system for mass 
spectra, using four definitions of a similar compound [ 21. The performance 
of a retrieval system with regard to the relative behaviour of the comparison 
index, should be evaluated on the basis of the ranking of correct and incor- 
rect matches for individual searches, executed with the spectra of the test 
set. As a measure of this behaviour, the recall as a function of the “confusion” 
[24] has been used. The confusion is defined here as the number of false 
positives with a Sr equal or better than the Sr of the target reference spectrum. 

The C13RR system was compared with the CIS/Clerc CNMR search sys- 
tem [2, 7] with regard to the relative behaviour of the comparison index. 
(A recall/reliability plot of the Clerc system is not feasible, because of the 
nature of the applied matching criterion.) The (commercially accessible) 
CIS/Clerc system was chosen, as it has the same data base and is also meant 
to be used as an aid in the identification of organic compounds. 

Test spectra 
A test set (A) of 264 spectra was selected from the data base, each having 

one or more alternative spectra (no exact duplicates) as target spectra in 
the data base. For the whole set, 304 target spectra were available. All 264 
test spectra were processed using the complete reference file of 6200 spectra 
minus the test spectra. To establish the influence of “missing” peaks, a 
second test set (B) was composed of 194 spectra having only target spectra 
in the reference file with the same number of peaks. 

For a comparison with the CIS/Clerc system a third test set (C) of 50 
spectra was randomly selected from test set A. 

Results 
The confusion plots of test sets A and B, given in Fig. 10, clearly show the 

negative effect of missing peaks. In processing the spectra of test set A, both 
preselection criteria are effective, resulting in a maximum attainable recall 
of 71% (27% of the correct positives are “lost” in the first, 2% of the remain- 
ing in the second preselection). The plot for test set B has a maximum of 
94%, which is close to the limit of 98%, caused by the second preselection 
criterion (the first one has no effect in this case). From Fig. 10 it can be 
concluded that the correct positive is generally among the first retrieved 
references, or it is not retrieved at all. The recall/reliability plots of test sets 
A and B, for threshold values of the Sr ranging from 90% to 2%, are given in 
Fig. 11. Both curves can be divided into two regions of the recall, i.e., a first 
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Fig. 10. Confusion plots for two test sets. Test set B (---) consisting of 194 spectra 
with target spectra having equal numbers of peaks. Test set A (-) containing test set B 
plus 70 spectra with target spectra having different numbers of peaks. (cf. Table 1.) 

Fig. 11. Recall/reliability plots of test set A (-) and test set B (---). (cf. Fig. 10.) 

region with about constant reliability (the plateau) and a region with strongly 
decreasing reliability. The plateau can be explained by the fact that there 
are some sets of compounds with (in principle) identical spectra. For instance, 
if it is assumed that (a) a reference file of 10 000 spectra consists of 5000 
pairs of compounds, (b) the spectra of each pair differ only within measur- 
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Fig. 12. Confusion plots of the C13RR system (-) and the CIS/Clerc CNMR search 
system (-- -). 

Fig. 13. Graphic representation of the similarity index and related functions, according 
to Eqns. A14-16. 
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ing errors, and (c) spectra of different pairs are significantly different, this 
would result in a reliability of 50% for the full recall range. The tail of the 
recall/reliability curve can be explained by the fact that measuring errors 
may be about equal to, or even exceed, the real differences (differences 
corrected for measuring errors) between spectra of different compounds. 
The recall/reliability plots of Fig. 11 show the negative effect of missing 
peaks on the absolute behaviour of the similarity index: the plot for test 
set A indicates a lower reliability over the full range of the recall, as 27% 
of the correct positives are not retrievable, owing to the first preselection. 

For a comparison of the C13RR system with the CIS/Clerc system, con- 
fusion plots for both systems, based on test set C, were generated (Fig. 12). 
These plots clearly demonstrate the better performance of the C13RR 

TABLE 2 

Results of a library search with the Cl3RR system and the CIS/Clerc system 
[Test spectrum: “unknown” (one of two alternative library spectra of 1,3,3trimethyl- 
bicycle-2,2,1-heptan-2-one). Specified chemical shifts (ppm) were 222.3, 53.9, 47.2, 
45.3, 41.6, 31.8, 24.9, 23.3, 21.6, 14.5. The trivial 100% matches are deleted] 

Result of the Cl 3R R system 

In search for: unknown 
Tolerance: 15.00 ppm (no missing peaks allowed) 

No. SI Cas reg. nr. Mol. formula/name 

1. 38.2 1195795 Cl0 H16 01 
Bicycle 2.2.1 heptan-a-one, 1,3,3_trimethyl- 

2. 8.5 76222 Cl0 H16 01 
Bicycle 2.2.1 heptan-2-one, 1,7,7trimethyl- 

3. 7.1 51100006 Cl0 H16 01 
Bicycle 2.2.1 heptan-2-one 3,3,6trimethyl-, ENDO- 

4. 5.3 56764320 Cl0 H16 01 
Bicycle 3.2.1 Octan-6-one, 7,7-dimethyl- 

5. 4.2 4613461 Cl0 H16 01 
Bicycle 2.2.1 heptan-2-one, 3.3.6~trimethyl, EXO- 

Result of the CIS/Clerc system 

No. Fit Cas reg. nr. Mol. formula/name 

1. 97.29 41781-62-8 Cl6 H35 Nl 
1-Hexansmine, N-butyl-N-(1,3-dimethylbutyI)- 

2. 97.12 20352-67-4 C8 H19 Nl 
1-Hexanamine, Nethyl- 

3. 96.85 4178-39-9 Cl2 H27 Nl 
1-Hexanamine, N-(1,3_dimethylbutyl)- 

4. 96.68 1195-79-5 Cl0 H16 01 
Bicyclo[2.2.1] heptan-2one, 1,3,3trimethyl- 

5. 96.24 123-82-O C7 H17 Nl 
2-Hentanamine 
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system. As an illustration, the retrieval results obtained with both systems 
for an “unknown”, which was one of two alternative library spectra for 
1,3,3-trimethylbicyclo-2,2,1-heptan-2-one, are given in Table 2. It should 
be noted that.the CIS/Clerc system includes the option of specifying multi- 
plicities, in which case better results may be obtained. 

Conclusions 
An effective library search system should include a similarity index with 

a high discriminating power in the absolute as well as in the relative sense. 
The reproducibility based similarity index of the retrieval system for “C- 
n.m.r. spectra, reported in this paper, meets this requirement. The same 
concept of the similarity index has been used successfully in the develop- 
ment of a library search system for mass spectra. On the basis of the C13RR 
system, a microcomputer version (in UCSD Pascal) has also been developed. 
Results of this MC-C13RR system, as well as of the mass spectral reproduci- 
bility-based retrieval (MSRR) system, will be reported later. 

The situation of “missing peaks” in unknown or reference spectrum 
causes a problem, which is dealt with in the present version of the library 
system by a simple modification of the search algorithm. Research aimed at 
further optimization of the retrieval systems, including a more adequate 
handling of missing peaks, is in progress. 

The authors thank Dr M. J. A. de Bie for valuable discussions. 

Appendix 
Development of the reproducibility function. To rewrite Eqn. 6, the following function 

is introduced 

P,([Aqilb’) = i- 
AqS = -o 

p(A@) ff p(Aqi)dAqs 
i=l 

(Al) 

This function is a normal probability function with non-zero correlations and can altema- 
tively be expressed by 

P,([Aqil/~‘) = A expt-O.5 x2) (A2) 

where A = (n + 1)-1/a (2no’)-*“” and 

X’ = ifl (Aqi-Waqs)Aqi/oa (A3) 

with 

@’ = i$I APqi/(n + 1) (A4) 

Here, x2 is a quantity distributed as chi-squared with n degrees of freedom. The quantity 
xa can also be written as a function of S1, being the estimator of oa 

X2 = R s=/C9 (A5) 

where 
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n+l 
S’ = 1 (Aqi-~s)a/n 

1=1 
(A61 

with Aqn+ 1 = 0. The (n + l)* (artificial) difference in shift value can be considered as 
originating’from the TMS peak in the reference and unknown spectra, and is, by defini- 
tion, equal to zero. It may be noted that @ can now also be expressed as a normal 
average value (cf. Eqn. A4): @ = Zy&‘AqJ(n + 1). 

From Eqns. Al and A2, the reproducibility function of Eqn. 6 can be rewritten as 

Po[AQiI = ,2[ P(o”)A exP(--0.5 x3 do2 (A71 
0 

According to Eqn. 4, the reproducibility function is characterised by the empirical 
parameters E In uz and V In ua. From Eqn. A5 it follows that In ua = In S” -ln(x2/n). 
The expected value of ln(xa/n) can be approximated [26] by (-l/n - 1/3nZ). This 
implies that E In us can be estimated by averaging the quantity In Sz + l/n + 1/3na for 
all difference spectra of the test set. If Eu” is defined as the expected value of a’, then 
from the assumption that ua is lognormally distributed, it can be derived that 

Eu’ = exp[E In u1 + l/2 Vln u’] (AS) 

given that 

Vln u’ = 2[ln(Eu”) -E In u’] (A9) 

The value of Eu’ can be approximated [25] by averaging S* for all difference spectra. 
The value of V In ua can be found by substitution of the calculated values for Eu’ and 
E In u* in Eqn. A9. 

Development of the similarity index. Elaboration of Eqn. 7 leads to 

S,= /” p(u’)F(u”) dua 
u2=0 

(AlO) 

with 

F(u2)= J . . . IPo([AQII 1”“) dAq, * *. Dan 
X2<X 

(All) 

where X’ is the value of X” (see Eqn. A3), calculated from the observed values of the 
difference quantities. This means that Xa can be written as 

X” = K/u= (A12) 

where K = Cr=l(A&i - Axs) AQi with Aqs= Zr=lAQi/(n + 1). 
Because x2 is distributed as chi-squared with II degrees of freedom, it follows from Eqn. 
All that 

F(u”) = 1 - C(X’) (Al3) 

where C is the (cumulative) chi-squared distribution function with n degrees of freedom. 
Replacing, in Eqn. AlO, the integration over u* by an integration over In us, and using 
Eqns. 4, Al2 and A13 yield the following expression for S1 : 

S, = J” p(ln u’) F’fln uz) d In ua (AI4) 
-00 

where p(ln u’) = N(ln ul : E In uz, V In u”) (AI5) 

and F’(ln u’) = 1 - C(K/el”uz) (A16) 

This expression of S, is the basis of the algorithm for the calculation of SI values. The 
integration over In u* (see Fig. 13) is done by numerical integration, approximating the 
functions F’(ln 0)) and p(ln u’) by a fixed number of straight lines. 
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